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Computer simulations of the interactions between liquid crystal
molecules and polymer surfaces

III. Use of pseudopotentials to represent the surface

D. R. BINGER and S. HANNA*

H. H. Wills Physics Laboratory, University of Bristol, Tyndall Avenue,
Bristol BS8 1TL, UK

(Received 30 November 2000; in � nal form 16 February 2001; accepted 26 February 2001 )

Results are presented from atomistic computer simulations of single molecules of the liquid
crystals 4-n-octyl-4¾ -cyanobiphenyl and 4-n-heptyl-2-� uorophenyl 4-octyloxybiphenyl-4 ¾ -
carboxylate in contact with crystalline polymeric surfaces. The simulations were performed
as part of a study of the nature of the alignment interactions in liquid crystal displays and
other devices. In contrast to previous atomistic simulations of this type, the crystalline
polymer surface was represented by a pseudopotential, eŒectively replacing the parallel array
of polymer chains with a periodic corrugation. The use of a pseudopotential has two main
advantages. Firstly, it allows an exploration of the general principles behind liquid crystal
alignment on crystalline surfaces, free from the obscuring eŒect of speci� c chemical interactions.
Secondly, it permits a signi� cant saving in computer time compared with using a surface
constructed from explicit atom-pair potentials. In the present work, the aligning capabilities
of two simple sinusoidal pseudopotential functions were tested. In each case the wavelength
and amplitude of the surface corrugations were varied. It was found that the degree of
orientational order of liquid crystal molecules in contact with the surfaces increased with
increasing amplitude and decreasing wavelength of the corrugations. Aspects of the two
potentials were then combined to produce a pseudopotential designed to represent speci� c
polymeric crystal surfaces. In this case, the (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) faces of polyethylene were
modelled. Comparisons with earlier simulations employing atomistic surfaces indicate a good
agreement between the orientation functions produced by the two methods. However, the
pseudopotential approach uses signi� cantly less computer time, allowing a more reliable
determination of orientation within a given timescale.

1. Introduction which is speci� c to graphite surfaces, rather than poly-
The successful operation of liquid crystal display devices meric alignment layers [3–6]. However, it is now generally

is dependent on the correct functioning of an align- accepted that one possible alignment mechanism is that
ment layer, which is usually made of polymer and which the polymer chains in the surface layer of the polymer
ensures that the liquid crystal molecules are uniformly become oriented due to friction during the fabrication
oriented in the vicinity of the cell surface. The molecular process, and that the liquid crystal molecules align
organization at the interface is not clearly understood through local, molecular level, interactions with the
in either the liquid crystal or the polymer � lm, because polymer chains [2, 7, 8].
most experimental structural techniques are only able Although there has been a large body of research
to probe the bulk of the material. Even surface sensitive on the simulation of bulk liquid crystal phases [9], to
techniques such as second harmonic generation, while date there have been relatively few computer simulation
giving the average orientation of the liquid crystal mono- studies of liquid crystals interacting with alignment
layer closest to the cell surface [1, 2], give no direct layers. Recently, several groups have reported the use of
information about the molecular organization or pack- Gay–Berne models to simulate the behaviour of liquid
ing within that monolayer. Also, studies of liquid crystal crystals in the vicinity of diŒerent types of wall [10–16].
monolayers, using the scanning tunnelling microscope, Such simulations are extremely valuable for demon-
have only been able to elucidate the molecular packing strating molecular ordering at interfaces and the possible

origins of molecular pretilt. Rather fewer atomistic simu-
lations of liquid crystal interfaces have been published,*Author for correspondence; e-mail: s.hanna@bristol.ac.uk
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1216 D. R. Binger and S. Hanna

and the computationa l expense of such simulations means In our previous simulations, only planar con� gurations
of the liquid crystal molecules were examined on thethat, in general, only very small systems of molecules

have been studied. For example, Cleaver et al. [17, 18] polymer substrates. The main � nding was that the liquid
crystal alignment depended on the geometry of both theand Yoneya and Iwakabe [19] have considered the

interactions between 4-n-octyl-4 ¾ -cyanobiphenyl (8CB) polymer and the liquid crystal molecule, with the
topography of the polymer surface being of paramountand a graphite substrate, while Yoneya and Iwakabe

have also looked at interactions of 8CB with close importance. It was found that polymer crystal faces
with clearly de� ned molecular level corrugations pro-packed layers of polyimide and polyamide molecules

[20, 21]. In the latter case, it was found that the liquid duced good alignment, and that the quality of alignment
depended on both the spacing and the depth of thosecrystal molecules preferentially aligned parallel to the axes

of the polymer molecules and that the mean orientational corrugations. For example, the deep corrugations formed
by the backbones of adjacent polymer chains on theorder parameter, P2 , decreased if the number density of

polymer molecules in the alignment layer was reduced. (1 0 0) surface of poly(vinyl alcohol) produced a more
clearly de� ned alignment than the relatively shallowMore recently, Doerr and Taylor [22, 23] have per-

formed simulations of 4-n-pentyl-4 ¾ -cyanobipheny l (5CB) corrugations on the (1 0 0) or (1 1 0) faces of poly-
ethylene. Electrostatic interactions were found to beat an amorphous polyethylene surface. Although the

size and time scale of the simulations were limited, they only of secondary importance in determining alignment
preferences.showed a clear tendency towards homeotropic align-

ment. Similarly, Patnaik and Pachter [24] have shown In order to make the aligning eŒect of the corrugations
more quanti� able, we have replaced the selection ofthat amorphous or homeotropic con� gurations of 5CB

are energetically favoured over planar con� gurations at polymer surfaces used in previous papers with a simple
pseudopotential energy function. The pseudopotentialamorphous polyacrylate surfaces.

In a number of previous publications [25–27], we have allows us to look at the in� uence of generic surfaces on
molecular alignment, without having to consider speci� cused computer simulations to examine the behaviour of two

liquid crystal molecules, 8CB and MBF (see � gure 1), in molecular detail. Using the pseudopotential , we are able
to explore various geometric aspects of polymer surfacescontact with a variety of crystalline polymeric surfaces.

Our studies were restricted to crystalline surfaces for which are required in order to produce good liquid
crystal alignment. A fortunate biproduct of the use ofseveral reasons. Firstly, it is known that chain orientation

and extension, which would occur during the rubbing the pseudopotential is that the molecular dynamics simu-
lations require less computer time than those involvingprocess, promote polymer crystallization [28]. Secondly,

it is generally observed that semi-crystalline polymers explicit surface atoms. This, in turn, means that it is
possible to perform simulations over a longer time scalealign liquid crystals more eŒectively than glassy poly-

mers [7, 29]. Finally, a technical point is that crystalline than previously, and gather more reliable statistics for
the orientation functions measured.surfaces are more easily speci� ed than amorphous

surfaces. The present paper continues the study of In this paper, we describe the use of two simple
sinusoidal pseudopotential energy functions to representcrystalline surfaces, although work is in hand to extend

the methods to amorphous materials. the polymer surface. In each case we examine the trajectory
of a simple rod-like liquid crystal molecule (8CB) in
contact with a range of surfaces with varying corrugation
wavelengths and amplitudes, with a view to quantifying
the orienting power of each surface. We also show how
the pseudopotentials may be combined to represent a
real polymer crystal surface, and comparisons are drawn
with earlier simulation work using atomistic potentials
for both 8CB and MBF. A further paper will demon-
strate the use of the realistic pseudopotential in large
scale atomistic simulations of the interfacial region between
a polymer alignment layer and a bulk liquid crystal
phase [30].

2. Background
The use of pseudopotentials for representing crystal-Figure 1. The structures of the liquid crystal molecules

line surfaces has been demonstrated previously by Steele4-n-octyl-4¾ -cyanobiphenyl (8CB) and 4-n-heptyl-2-� uoro-
phenyl 4-octyloxybiphenyl-4 ¾ -carboxylate (MBF). [31], and applied to interactions with gaseous molecules.
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1217Simulations of L C–surface interactions

The approach used was to represent the surface potential For this reason, we decided that a simpler approach was
required, in which, rather than attempting to reproduceby a two-dimensional Fourier series:
the polymer surface exactly, only its most important

u(r) 5 �
g

�
a

w
g
(za) exp (ig ¯ t) (1 )

feature, i.e. the corrugation created by adjacent polymer
chains, would be modelled. The approach is described

where t is a translation vector in the plane of the below.
substrate, g is a reciprocal lattice vector and w

g
(za) is

the Fourier coe� cient for the ath plane of surface atoms
3. The cosine pseudopotentia l

located at a distance za from the gas atom. In the case
The requirements of the polymer pseudopotential are

of the Lennard–Jones 12-6 potential, the analysis gave:
that it should act as a barrier to the liquid crystal
molecules, and that it should be modulated in some way

u(r) 5
2pEgs

as
�
a GqA2s12

gs
5z10

a

Õ
s6

gs
z4

a
B to represent the polymer chain corrugations. In all that

follows we will assume that the surface lies in the xy-plane,
with the polymer chain axis parallel to the y-axis. We1 �

g Þ 0
�
q

k=1
exp (ig ¯ [m

k
1 t])

de� ne the corrugation direction as being parallel to the
polymer chain axis. In all of the functions derived, the
potential energy is independent of the y-coordinate.Ö Cs12

gs
30 A g

2za
B5

K5 (gza) Õ 2s6
gsA g

2za
B2

K2 (gza)DH The barrier part of the pseudopotential was formed
by considering a standard Lennard–Jones 12-6 potential:(2 )

where as is the cross-sectional area of the unit cell in the
u(r) 5 ECAs

rB12
Õ 2As

rB6D (3)
crystal surface, q is the total number of atoms in the
unit cell, and m

k
is the position vector of the kth atom

where E is the potential well depth, and s the equilibriumin the unit cell. sgs is the equilibrium separation and Egs separation of a probe atom from an atom in the sub-the potential well depth between a surface atom and a
strate. The surface was considered to contain a uniformgas atom. Finally, K

n
is the nth order modi� ed Bessel

density of atoms, and equation (3) was integrated tofunction of the second kind.
include the interactions between a probe atom at heightThe Steele equation provides an accurate representation
z above the surface and all of the atoms in the half spaceof the surface, but for any real application the Fourier
below the surface, to give:sum needs to be truncated. However, if the substrate

possesses symmetry, the expression may be simpli� ed,
and results in a rapid method for calculating the surface U(z) 5

npEs3

45 CAs

zB9
Õ 15As

zB3D . (4)
potential. The Steele equation and variations on it
have been used widely in studies of adsorption of In equation (4), n is the number density of atoms in the
small molecules on graphite. Particular examples include substrate. The surface corrugation was then introduced
adsorption of N2 molecules [32, 33] and adsorption of by modulating either the well depth E or the equilibrium
the liquid crystal molecule 8CB [13]. separation s with the aim of producing surfaces in which

In the present application, which involves liquid the corrugations were either purely due to variations in
crystal molecules on polymeric substrates, our previous potential well depth, or purely due to topography. The
analyses [25–27] suggest that the behaviour of the extent to which this was achieved is shown below.
liquid crystal will be dominated by short range inter-
actions with a topologically anisotropic substrate. In

3.1. E-modulated cosine pseudopotentia lsuch circumstances, it is found that a large number of
In the � rst method of modulating the surface, theterms is required in the Steele equation for an accurate

modulation was obtained by replacing E in equation (4)representation of the polymer surface. This is a particular
with:problem because of the comparatively large number of

atoms in a typical polymeric unit cell. For example,
E (x) 5 E0 1

DE

2
[1 1 cos (2px/l)] (5)there are 12 atoms in the unit cell of polyethylene and

152 in the unit cell of Nylon 6, compared with only four
in graphite. Bearing in mind, also, the fact that the where the wavelength of the corrugation is l. The
van der Waals interactions are normally truncated at potential energy is then written as:
c. 8.5 AÃ , the overall result is that there may be little speed
advantage in the use of the Steele equation compared U(x, z) 5

npE(x)s3

45 CAs

zB9
Õ 15As

zB3D . (6)
with a direct summation of the Lennard–Jones potential.
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1218 D. R. Binger and S. Hanna

This function is shown as a contour plot in � gure 2 (a). the wall varies by Ds/51/6. Although the well depth of
the Lennard–Jones potential given in equation (3) isIt can be seen that the equation represents a hard wall

adjacent to a periodic array of potential wells. The independent of s, that of the integrated potential is not,
and is given by:potential wells are linear, i.e. they are extended parallel

to the y-axis. The lowest energy parts of the potential
wells are located at a distance s/51/6 from the wall. The U0 (x) 5 Õ

2 Ó 5

9
npEs(x)3 . (8)

variation in energy found on traversing the surface at
this height is (2 Ó 5/9)nps3DE.

Unfortunately, this means that the equilibrium potential
energy is lower at the peaks of the corrugations than3.2. s-Modulated cosine pseudopotentia l
at the troughs. This inconsistency is corrected for byThe second method of modulating the surface was to
scaling the potential energy function by [s0 /s(x)]3, soreplace s in equation (4) with:
that the equilibrium potential energy is independent of the
position across the corrugation at which it is measured.s(x) 5 s0 1

Ds

2
[1 1 cos (2px/l)]. (7 )

The � nal s-modulated potential energy function is given
by:In this case, the resulting potential energy function

represents a variation in the position of the potential
well relative to the surface. The distance of the well from U(x, z) 5

npEs3
0

45 CAs(x)

z B9
Õ 15As(x)

z B3D (9)

and is shown as a contour plot in � gure 2 (b). It is clear
that equation (9) represents a corrugated wall adjacent
to a similarly corrugated potential well.

4. The polyethylene (PE) pseudopotentia l
The method described above for introducing periodic

variations in the depth or position of the Lennard–Jones
potential well, raises the possibility that more complex
modulations could be introduced. For example, the
variations in E or s could be represented by a Fourier
series, rather than a single cosine function. However,
it is clear that modulations in both E and s will be
required in order to obtain a good � t to, say, a crystalline
face of polyethylene (PE). An alternative energy expression,
which satis� es this requirement, will now be derived.

The faces of any molecular crystal will not be smooth
on an AÃ ngstrom scale, and this will introduce some
uncertainty over the precise location of the wall, relative
to an arbitrary origin. Thus, we rewrite equation (4),
allowing the origin to be oŒset by g in the z direction:

U(z) 5
npEs3

45 CA s

z Õ gB9
Õ 15A s

z Õ gB3D . (10)

The position of minimum potential energy, f, will be
given by:Figure 2. Graph showing potential energy contours calcu-

lated for (a) the E-modulated cosine pseudopotential of
equation (6) and (b) the s-modulated cosine pseudo- f 5 51/6 1 g (11)
potential of equation (9). In (a) the modulation depth is
DE/E0 5 3, while in (b) the modulation depth is Ds/s0 5 1. at which point, the minimum potential energy, w, will
The positions of the potential energy minima are indicated be:
by shading, and only negative potential energy contours
are shown. The energy contours are shown in steps of 2E0
in (a) and E0 in (b); in both cases, E0 5 0.83 kJ molÕ 1 and w 5 Õ

10npE
9

(f Õ g)3 . (12)
s0 5 4.0677 AÃ
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1219Simulations of L C–surface interactions

Equations (11) and (12) are used to eliminate s and E
from equation (10), yielding:

U(x, z) 5 Õ
w(x)

2 CAf(x) Õ g(x)

z Õ g(x) B9
Õ 3Af(x) Õ g(x)

z Õ g(x) B3D
(13)

where now w, f and g are taken to be functions of x,
which will need to be determined for any particular
crystal surface. No potential energy variation is permitted
in the y-direction, i.e. parallel to the polymer chain axis.

w(x), f(x) and g(x) were obtained by � tting equation (13)
to the results of explicit atom-pair calculations of the
potential energy above slabs of crystalline PE. The
atomic coordinates and unit cell parameters of PE were
taken from the literature [34] and the Dreiding 2 force-
� eld was used with the CH2 groups represented by
united atoms [35]. A Lennard–Jones 12-6 potential was
used, with E 5 0.71 kJ mol Õ 1 and s 5 4.07 AÃ , which was
obtained by averaging the non-bonded parameters over
all atoms in an 8CB molecule. A cut-oŒradius of 100 AÃ

was employed in the calculations. The potential energy
was evaluated over a three-dimensional grid of points,
covering one unit mesh of the surface, at a nominal
pitch of 0.1 AÃ , out to a distance of 20 AÃ from the surface.
The potential energies were then averaged along the
y-direction (chain axis) to produce a two-dimensional
potential energy function. The calculation was performed
for the (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) faces of PE.

The averaging of the potential energy in the
y-direction is justi� ed by the fact that there is very little
variation in potential energy along the chain axis when
using a united atom model, despite the planar zig-zag
conformation of the PE chain. For example, for the
polyethylene (1 0 0) surface, the position of the potential
well varies by less than 0.1 AÃ while the variation in well

Figure 3. (a) The potential energy above the (1 0 0) face of a
depth is approximately 0.3 kJ mol Õ 1 along the chain

polyethylene crystal, calculated using pairwise Lennard–
axis. The use of a single average pair of energy para- Jones potentials, and averaged along the polymer chain
meters in the evaluation of the Lennard–Jones potential axis ( y-axis). (b) The functions w(x), g(x) and f(x), deter-

mined during the � tting of equation (13) to the datarepresented a compromise. Ideally, a separate calculation
shown in (a). (c) The � nal pseudopotential energy functionshould have been performed with each pair of atom
using the Fourier coe� cients listed in table 1. In (a) and

types present in the model. This would have added
(c) the minimum potential energy regions are indicated by

greatly to the eŒort required to implement the PE shading, the contour interval is 0.5 kJ mol Õ 1, and only
potential energy function. However, it was felt that negative energy contours are shown. The extent of the

x-axis corresponds to three unit cell repeats perpendicularthe potential energy function was su� ciently crude that the
to the polymer chains in the crystal surface, i.e. the [0 1 0]diŒerences produced by introducing diŒerent atom types
direction.

would be negligible compared with the distortions intro-
duced by the � tting procedure (see below). Nevertheless,
we envisage using Lorentz–Berthelot mixing rules [36]
to improve the quality of the PE pseudopotential in It is a straightforward matter to � t the potential energy

function in equation (13) to the explicit atom calculation.future work.
The complete explicitly calculated and averaged The position and depth of the well for each value of x,

i.e. f(x) and w(x), may be measured directly from thepotential energy function is shown in � gures 3 (a) and
4 (a) for the (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) surfaces of PE, respectively. explicit atom data, and are thus � xed. The oŒset, g(x), is
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1220 D. R. Binger and S. Hanna

to be 20 kJ mol Õ 1. The functions f(x), w(x) and g(x) that
were determined in this way are shown in � gures 3 (b)
and 4 (b), for the (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) surfaces, respectively.

The � nal stage in the � tting process is to replace f(x),
w(x) and g(x) with Fourier series:

f(x) 5
f0
2

1 �
2

k=1
Af

k
cos

2kpx
l

1 f ¾
k

sin
2kpx

l B
w(x) 5

w0
2

1 �
2

k=1
Aw

k
cos

2kpx
l

1 w ¾
k

sin
2kpx

l B
g(x) 5

g0
2

1 �
2

k=1
Ag

k
cos

2kpx
l

1 g ¾
k

sin
2kpx

l B .

(14)

The Fourier coe� cients in equation (14) are summarized
in table 1 for the (1 0 0) surface and table 2 for the
(1 1 0) surface. In both cases, � ve terms were found to
be more than su� cient for an accurate representation
of f(x), w(x) and g(x). The � nal potential energy function
represented by equations (13) and (14) is shown in
� gures 3 (c) and 4 (c) for the (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) surfaces
respectively.

The contours drawn in � gures 3 and 4 represent the
attractive parts of the potential energy of the PE crystal
surfaces. It can be seen that there is good agreement
between the explicit calculation and equation (13), with the
shapes of the potential wells being captured accurately.
However, there is a region above each of the wells in
which the contours bend away from the horizontal in
the plots of equation (13), and the � t to the explicit
calculation appears poorest. This failure is a consequence
of the fact that the assumptions made in integrating the
Lennard–Jones potential, i.e. that the surfaces are � at
and of uniform atomic density, are least valid in the
troughs of the molecular corrugations, with the result
that the functional form of equation (13) is not idealFigure 4. (a) The potential energy above the (1 1 0) face of a
in these regions. The main eŒect of this deviation willpolyethylene crystal, calculated using pairwise Lennard–

Jones potentials, and averaged along the polymer chain be that any aligning in� uence exerted by the substrate
axis ( y-axis). (b) The functions w(x), g(x) and f(x), deter- on the liquid crystal molecules in our simulations will
mined during the � tting of equation (13) to the data be longer range than expected. However, the eŒect is
shown in (a). (c) The � nal pseudopotential energy function

likely to be small compared with the in� uence of anyusing the Fourier coe� cients listed in table 2. In (a) and
surrounding liquid crystal molecules.(c) the minimum potential energy regions are indicated by

shading, the contour interval is 0.5 kJ mol Õ 1, and only
negative energy contours are shown. The extent of the 5. Materials and simulation methods
x-axis corresponds to two unit cell repeats, i.e. four Molecular dynamics simulations were performed
polymer chains, in the [1 1Å 0] direction.

using single molecules of the liquid crystal 4-n-octyl-4 ¾ -
cyanobiphenyl (8CB) (see � gure 1) in contact with the
E-modulated and s-modulated cosine pseudopotentials
described above. 8CB was chosen because it is a simplethen obtained using a least squares procedure, separately,

for each value of x. The � tting procedure was restricted rod-like liquid crystal, whose behaviour has been well
characterized in the past [37–40].to energies less than a limit, Umax , in order to ensure

that the function was not dominated by the high energy In all of the cosine pseudopotential simulations,
the value n 5 0.0435 AÃ Õ 3 was used, which represents therepulsive part of the potential at the expense of the

attractive part. A convenient value for Umax was found number density of CH2 groups found in the unit cell of
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1221Simulations of L C–surface interactions

Table 1. The Fourier coe� cients for the (1 0 0) surface of polyethylene. The wavelength of the surface corrugation is 4.930 AÃ .
These coe� cients were determined using an origin at the bottom of the molecular corrugation, corresponding to the point
x 5 2.7 AÃ in � gure 3.

k fk/A
Ã f ¾

k/A
Ã wk/kJ molÕ 1 w ¾

k/kJ molÕ 1 gk/A
Ã g ¾

k/A
Ã

0 7.2857 — Õ 12.656 — 5.1024 Ö 10 Õ 1 —
1 Õ 3.8909 Ö 10 Õ 1 Õ 1.2159 Ö 10 Õ 2 Õ 1.3335 Õ 1.0727 Ö 10 Õ 1 Õ 7.2357 Ö 10 Õ 1 3.6063 Ö 10 Õ 3
2 Õ 8.8383 Ö 10 Õ 2 2.5899 Ö 10 Õ 3 Õ 4.0975 Ö 10 Õ 1 Õ 1.1273 Ö 10 Õ 2 Õ 2.4044 Ö 10 Õ 1 2.2573 Ö 10 Õ 2
3 Õ 3.4811 Ö 10 Õ 2 Õ 6.8372 Ö 10 Õ 4 Õ 1.5340 Ö 10 Õ 1 1.7077 Ö 10 Õ 3 Õ 8.0614 Ö 10 Õ 2 2.5912 Ö 10 Õ 2
4 Õ 3.0442 Ö 10 Õ 3 3.2170 Ö 10 Õ 4 Õ 5.8183 Ö 10 Õ 2 3.5860 Ö 10 Õ 3 Õ 4.8260 Ö 10 Õ 2 2.1280 Ö 10 Õ 2
5 Õ 1.4022 Ö 10 Õ 2 Õ 6.9747 Ö 10 Õ 4 Õ 2.6996 Ö 10 Õ 2 2.1831 Ö 10 Õ 3 Õ 1.4554 Ö 10 Õ 2 5.9132 Ö 10 Õ 3

Table 2. The Fourier coe� cients for the (1 1 0) surface of polyethylene. The wavelength of the surface corrugation is 8.892 AÃ .
These coe� cients were determined using an origin at the bottom of the � rst molecular corrugation in � gure 4, at the point
x 5 2.5 AÃ .

k f
k/A

Ã f ¾
k/A

Ã w
k/kJ molÕ 1 w ¾

k/kJ molÕ 1 g
k/A

Ã g ¾
k/A

Ã

0 7.4022 — Õ 13.244 — 7.9470 Ö 10 Õ 1 —
1 Õ 7.9534 Ö 10 Õ 2 Õ 1.5873 Ö 10 Õ 1 Õ 3.0160 Ö 10 Õ 1 Õ 5.7636 Ö 10 Õ 1 Õ 1.3018 Ö 10 Õ 1 Õ 8.4854 Ö 10 Õ 2
2 Õ 2.8878 Ö 10 Õ 1 5.3286 Ö 10 Õ 2 Õ 1.0695 1.7709 Ö 10 Õ 1 Õ 4.8548 Ö 10 Õ 1 9.2301 Ö 10 Õ 2
3 Õ 1.0833 Ö 10 Õ 2 Õ 1.9320 Ö 10 Õ 2 Õ 8.9032 Ö 10 Õ 2 Õ 1.3427 Ö 10 Õ 1 Õ 2.4808 Ö 10 Õ 2 Õ 1.0652 Ö 10 Õ 2
4 Õ 4.6694 Ö 10 Õ 2 2.4216 Ö 10 Õ 2 Õ 2.5745 Ö 10 Õ 1 1.0677 Ö 10 Õ 1 Õ 1.5551 Ö 10 Õ 1 7.4373 Ö 10 Õ 2
5 Õ 8.4981 Ö 10 Õ 3 Õ 3.2329 Ö 10 Õ 3 Õ 4.1806 Ö 10 Õ 2 Õ 4.1795 Ö 10 Õ 2 Õ 2.0833 Ö 10 Õ 3 Õ 7.6183 Ö 10 Õ 3

polyethylene. The corrugation wavelength of the pseudo- Dreiding 2 force � eld [35] was used to provide the
internal energy terms for the liquid crystal molecules.potential, l, took the values 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 AÃ , which was

considered to be in line with the range of periodicities United atoms were used to replace all CH, CH2 and
CH3 groups, and the biphenyl torsional potential wasfound in typical polymer crystal surfaces. For the

E-modulated potential, we used DE/E0 5 0, 1, 2 and 3, modi� ed to avoid planarity as described previously [25].
Van der Waals interactions employed a cut-oŒradius ofand for the s-modulated potential, Ds/s0 5 0.5, 0.75, 1.0

and 1.25. Again, these values were considered to be 8.5 AÃ , and electrostatic interactions were not included for
reasons mentioned in the introduction. The Dreiding 2consistent with the corrugation amplitudes observed on

real polymer crystal surfaces. The DE/E0 5 0 simulation force � eld was selected, partly because of its simplicity,
and partly to allow comparisons to be drawn with earliercorresponds, of course, to a surface with no corrugation.

The values used for E0 (0.83 kJ mol Õ 1 ) and s0 (4.0677 AÃ ) work employing the same force � eld. Since the aim of
the project was to study generic features of the behaviourwere taken from the Dreiding 2 force � eld parameters

for interactions between pairs of CH2 united atoms [35]. of liquid crystal molecules on polymer substrates, the
use of more accurate, and more complex, force � eldsThe same values of E0 and s0 were used for interactions

of the surface with all of the atoms in the liquid crystal was felt to be unnecessary.
Molecular dynamics simulations were performed inmolecules.

Further simulations were performed using the poly- the microcanonical ensemble at a nominal temperature
of 300 K using a 2 fs time step. Each of the simulationsethylene pseudopotential as the basis of the surface. In

this case we made use of the rod-like 8CB molecule, as consisted of a 10 ps equilibration period, followed by a
200 ns production run. The simulations were carried outwell as 4-n-heptyl-2-� uorophenyl 4-octyloxybiphenyl- 4¾ -

carboxylate (MBF), which is known to form a smectic on a cluster of 400 MHz Pentium II PCs, running the
Linux operating system.C* phase when suitably doped. Both molecules have

been the subjects of previous studies involving atomistic For each of the simulations, orientation distribution
functions (ODFs) were calculated separately for the rigidrepresentations of polyethylene surfaces [25–27].

All simulations were performed using the DL_POLY cores and tails of the liquid crystal molecules. The
orientation of each molecular fragment was obtained bymolecular dynamics package [41] which was modi� ed

to include the surface potentials described above. The � nding the principal axes of its moment of inertia tensor.
The cosine pseudopotential ODFs had mirror symmetrymolecular models were constructed using the Cerius2

molecular modelling package [42] which was also used both parallel and perpendicular to the corrugations, and
were mapped onto the range 0 ß to 90 ß . However, forto visualize the molecular dynamics trajectories. The
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1222 D. R. Binger and S. Hanna

the PE pseudopotential simulations, the ODFs are pre- states of the system. Occasionally, however, the molecule
rotates so that the core eŒectively straddles a corrugation ,sented for the range Õ 90 ß to 1 90 ß , since only a two-fold

rotational symmetry was found. see � gure 8 (b). In this con� guration, groups of atoms
at both sides of the biphenyl core fall conveniently over
adjacent potential wells, as indicated by the boxes in6. Results

As described above, a series of molecular dynamics simu- � gure 8 (b). In fact, the geometry of the biphenyl core is
ideal for this con� guration to occur, with the width oflations was performed consisting of a single liquid crystal

molecule in contact with a range of pseudopotential the molecules being approximately 4.2 AÃ when tilted by
30 ß , see � gure 8 (c). When the corrugation wavelengthsurfaces.
is signi� cantly diŒerent from 4 AÃ , such a fortuitous
juxtaposition of the biphenyl atoms with the surface6.1. 8CB on E-modulated pseudopotentia l surfaces

Figure 5 shows the ODFs obtained for the molecular corrugations cannot occur, and the oŒ-axial orientation is
not favoured. However, this is not a complete explanation ,cores and alkyl tails of an 8CB molecule in contact with

a series of E-modulated surfaces. It appears that the because it fails to account for the oŒ-axial orientation
which is found on PE surfaces (see below) in which l isprincipal eŒect of the E-modulated potential is to induce

alignment of both the cores and tails of the 8CB molecule close to 5 AÃ . It appears, therefore, that the shapes of the
corrugations must be important, as well as their period.parallel to the corrugation direction, de� ned here as 0 ß .

The degree of alignment increases as the potential wells The broad oŒ-axial peak in the tail ODFs may also be
explained in terms of diŒerent parts of the alkyl tailof the corrugations become deeper, and decreases as

the corrugation wavelength increases, as can be seen lying in adjacent potential wells.
more clearly by examining the peak widths for the distri-
butions (� gure 6). It can also be seen that the tails are 6.2. 8CB on s-modulated pseudopotentia l surfaces

The behaviour of the 8CB molecules in contactless well oriented than the cores, with broader peaks in
each case. We choose to show peak widths rather than with the s-modulated pseudopotentia l is super� cially the

same as that with the E-modulated pseudopotential . TheP2 values in � gure 6, because the presence of oŒ-axis
features (see below) renders the P2 values misleading. ODFs for the cores and tails of the molecules in con-

tact with a range of surfaces are shown in � gure 9. AsAs expected, for DE/E0 5 0, there is no preferred
orientation. For DE/E0 5 1, the molecule still explores previously, there is a marked tendency for the cores to

align parallel to the corrugations. However, the align-all possible orientations, but has a preference for the sub-
strate chain axis. The tendency to take up orientations ment is less pronounced than in the E-modulated case,

the distributions being both broader and � atter. Theaway from the chain axis diminishes further for DE/E0 5 2
and 3. In fact, examination of the simulation trajectories peak widths for the cores are shown in � gure 10. In

general, the alignment improves both as the corrugationshows that, for DE/E0 5 2 and 3, the motion of the 8CB
molecule consists of signi� cant periods during which the wavelength decreases and as the corrugation depth

increases, just as for the E-modulated case. However,molecule is aligned parallel to the potential corrugations,
punctuated by 180 ß rotational jumps. This is illustrated there are some discrepancies that will be discussed below.

In addition, for l 5 4.0 AÃ , there is evidence of a slightby � gure 7, which shows the angle of the 8CB core versus
time, for simulations with l 5 5.0 AÃ and DE/E0 5 1, 2 tendency to align perpendicular to the corrugations.

The behaviour of the tails is somewhat diŒerent, in thatand 3. The number of 180 ß jumps observed diminishes
as the corrugations become deeper and wider; in fact, there is only a slight preference for them to align with

the corrugations. The peak widths for the tails are notfor l 5 6.0 AÃ and DE/E0 5 3 (not shown here) no jumps
were observed during the entire 200 ns simulation. shown in � gure 10 because they are too indistinct to

measure accurately.For the simulations with l 5 4.0 AÃ , a second peak is
observed in the core ODFs, at an angle of approximately An explanation for the broadness of the peaks in the

s-modulated ODFs compared with the E-modulated cases28 ß to the chain axis. The exact angle of the peak varies
slightly with corrugation depth. There is also a shallow may be found by examining the trajectory of the 8CB

molecule during the simulation. As with the E-modulatedpeak centred around 41 ß in the tail ODFs. The origin of
these peaks may be elucidated by a careful examination simulations, the trajectories consist of periods in which

the molecule explores con� gurations roughly parallel toof the simulation trajectories. In all simulations, the
liquid crystal molecules spend the majority of their time the corrugations, punctuated with 180 ß rotational jumps

about an axis perpendicular to the surface. However,with their cores lying parallel to the corrugations, and
localized to the region of one of the potential wells, see the intervals between jumps are less well de� ned than

in the E-modulated case. Figure 11 shows 10 consecutive� gure 8 (a). In this arrangement, both the rigid core and
the � exible tail are able to sample the lowest energy con� gurations of the 8CB molecule taken at 2 ps intervals
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1223Simulations of L C–surface interactions

Figure 5. ODFs for the cores and tails of isolated 8CB molecules in contact with a wall represented by the E-modulated
pseudopotential of equation (6), with DE/E0 5 0, 1, 2 and 3, and corrugation wavelengths of 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 AÃ . In these ODFs,
0 ß corresponds to a direction parallel to the corrugations, i.e. the substrate chain axis, and 90 ß is perpendicular to them.
(a) l 5 4.0 AÃ , cores; (b) l 5 4.0 AÃ , tails; (c) l 5 5.0 AÃ , cores; (d ) l 5 5.0 AÃ , tails; (e) l 5 6.0 AÃ , cores; ( f ) l 5 6.0 AÃ , tails.
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1224 D. R. Binger and S. Hanna

Figure 6. Graph showing values of the half-width at half-
height of the main ODF peaks for (a) the molecular cores
and (b) the alkyl tails of an 8CB molecule in contact with
various E-modulated pseudopotential surfaces.

from a simulation with l 5 4.0 AÃ and Ds/s0 5 1.0. In
� gure 11 (a), the molecules are seen from above, and it
is clear that they tend to sit above the peaks of the
corrugations, rather than between them, which had
been the expectation when the potential was originally
developed. In � gure 11 (b), the molecules are viewed end-
on, and superimposed on a contour plot of the potential

Figure 7. The angle of the 8CB core versus time, for simulationsenergy pro� le. It is clear from this view that some parts of
with l 5 5.0 AÃ . (a) DE/E0 5 1; (b) DE/E0 5 2; (c) DE/E0 5 3.

the molecules penetrate the troughs of the corrugations , The punctuated nature of the motion is clear for the
contributing to the breadth of the ODF peaks, but in deeper corrugations. The angles have been ‘unwrapped’

so that each full rotation increases the angle by 2p.general it is found that the centres of mass of the
molecules favour the tops of the corrugations.

shown in � gure 12 for both the (1 0 0) and (1 1 0)
surfaces. Rather than a single peak at 0 ß , the core ODFs6.3. 8CB on (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) PE surfaces

The simulations of 8CB molecules on parameterized in both cases display several large peaks corresponding
to preferred orientations that are not parallel to thePE surfaces yielded rather diŒerent results from those

observed using cosine pseudopotentials . The ODFs are corrugations. The ODFs appear qualitatively similar,
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1225Simulations of L C–surface interactions

Table 3. The peak positions for the core ODFs taken from
simulations of single 8CB molecules in contact with various
polyethylene surfaces. The atomistic data were taken from
[26] and mapped onto the range Õ 90 ß to 1 90 ß . The
uncertainties in the pseudopotential peak positions are
Ô 1 ß except where stated otherwise; those of the atomistic
peak positions are Ô 5 ß .

Surface Representation Peak positions/ ß

(1 0 0) Pseudopotential Õ 34, Õ 11, 1 3, 1 27
Atomistic [26] Õ 10, 1 30

(1 1 0) Pseudopotential Õ 38 Ô 2, Õ 15, 1 3, 1 30
Atomistic [26] Õ 19, 1 25

trajectory. Figure 13 shows eight con� gurations taken
from the simulation of 8CB on the (1 0 0) PE surface.

Figure 8. (a) and (b): Two conformations of the 8CB molecule, The con� gurations shown were extracted from a 1 ns
taken from an E-modulated pseudopotential simulation interval, but are typical of those observed throughout
with l 5 4.0 AÃ and DE/E0 5 3, superimposed upon a periodic the 200 ns simulation. The dark bands in the background
greyscale which represents the pseudopotential. The alkyl

represent the low energy corrugation troughs betweentail is shown in light grey, the biphenyl is medium grey,
the polymer chains in the substrate. Those atoms of theand the cyano group is dark grey; the dark fringes

represent the positions of the lowest energy potential wells, core that lie above the low energy troughs are indicated
shown shaded in � gure 2 (a). The x-axis is horizontal and by boxes. For each of the most common con� gurations,
the y-axis vertical. In (b), the core atoms that occupy low one or two groups of core atoms coincide with a
energy positions are indicated with boxes. (c) Schematic

corrugation trough.diagram showing how a tilt of 30 ß results in groups of
The most common oŒ-axial alignments are shown inatoms on both sides of the biphenyl core lining up with

corrugations approximately 4 AÃ apart. � gures 13 (a) and 13 (b), which correspond to the ODF
peak at 1 27 ß , and � gures 13 (e) and 13 ( f ), which
correspond to the ODF peak at Õ 11 ß . In � gure 13 (a),with minor variations in the positions of the peaks that

are probably a consequence of the diŒerent spacing the 8CB molecule straddles one of the substrate polymer
chains, with parts of the biphenyl core lying in twobetween substrate corrugations in the two cases, i.e.

4.93 AÃ for the (1 0 0) surface and 4.45 AÃ for the (1 1 0) adjacent troughs. This behaviour is reminiscent of that
shown for the cosine pseudopotential in � gure 8 (b).surface.

On the (1 0 0) surface, the main ODF peaks are at However, the con� guration shown in � gure 13 (b) appears
equally common. In this con� guration, the molecule isÕ 11 ß and 1 27 ß , while on the (1 1 0) surface they are at

Õ 15 ß and 1 30 ß . The reason for the asymmetry appears translated by half of a corrugation period to one side,
so that half of the biphenyl atoms occupy low energyto be mainly that the 8CB molecule does not rotate

about its long axis for the entire duration of each positions. In the con� gurations shown in � gures 13 (e)
and 13 ( f ), on the other hand, low energy is achievedsimulation (200 ns). Such rotations were common in the

cosine pseudopotential simulations, because the cosine when the atoms on one side of one benzene ring lie over
a corrugation trough. In addition, in � gure 13 (e) thepotentials were less attractive than the PE ones. The PE

pseudopotentials themselves possess a near re� ection cyano group assumes a favourable position energetically,
while in � gure 13 ( f ) the � rst atom of the alkyl tail alsosymmetry about the bottoms of the potential wells, and

so are unlikely to be having a major eŒect on the contributes to the lowering of the energy. In both cases,
the rest of the molecular core lies across the peak of thesymmetry of the ODFs. The positions of the peaks are

summarized in table 3, together with the results from substrate corrugation.
The con� gurations shown in � gures 13 ( g) andprevious simulations that used atomistic substrates [26].

Within measurement errors, the positions of the peaks 13 (h) correspond to the ODF peak at Õ 34 ß . They are
analogous to those shown in � gures 13 (b) and 13 (a),agree well between the two methods, but the longer

simulation time and better sampling statistics in the respectively, but with the molecule rotated anticlockwise
rather than clockwise. While it is possible to obtainpresent case makes it possible to identify additional

peaks. orientations with the liquid crystal core approximately
parallel to the corrugations, e.g. � gure 13 (c) and 13 (d ),The origins of each of the peaks in the core ODFs

may be identi� ed by examining the molecular dynamics this type of con� guration results in most of the core
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1226 D. R. Binger and S. Hanna

Figure 9. ODFs for the cores and tails of isolated 8CB molecules in contact with a wall represented by the s-modulated
pseudopotential of equation (9), with Ds/s0 5 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 and 1.25, and corrugation wavelengths of 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 AÃ .
(a) l 5 4.0 AÃ , cores; (b) l 5 4.0 AÃ , tails; (c) l 5 5.0 AÃ , cores; (d ) l 5 5.0 AÃ , tails; (e) l 5 6.0 AÃ , cores; ( f ) l 5 6.0 AÃ , tails.
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1227Simulations of L C–surface interactions

Figure 10. Graph showing values of the half-width at half-height
of the main ODF peaks for the cores of an 8CB molecule
in contact with various s-modulated pseudopotential
surfaces.

atoms occupying high energy positions, and so it is
not particularly common. The above analysis is very
simplistic but accounts for the gross behaviour of the
molecules; the actual orientations assumed by the 8CB
molecule are dependent on many competing energetic
factors. However, a similar pattern of behaviour is
observed on the (1 1 0) surface with minor variations
due to the slight diŒerences in corrugation depth and
width compared with the (1 0 0) surface.

The ODFs for the tails show less pronounced
orientations than for the cores. Indeed, in the (1 0 0) case Figure 11. Ten conformations, taken at 2 ps intervals, from
there is little evidence for any preference in orientation. a simulation using a s-modulated pseudopotential with

l 5 4.0 AÃ and Ds/s0 5 1.0. In (a), the molecules areP2 values were computed from the tail ODFs using
viewed from above and the pseudopotential is representedP2 5 7 1/2(3 cos2 h Õ 1) 8 , where h is the angle between the
by a periodic greyscale. The topographic peaks of themajor axis of the molecular fragment and the corrugation
corrugations, shown in � gure 2 (b), are represented by

direction. The P2 value obtained for the tails in this case white, and the troughs by dark grey. In (b), the same
is 0.31, which is not much greater than the value of 0.25 molecules are shown in stick representation, looking along

the axis of the corrugations. In this case, the moleculesexpected for an unoriented two-dimensional system. On
are superimposed on the potential energy contours of thethe (1 1 0) surface, the main preference is for orientation
pseudopotential. The contour interval is 0.5 kJ mol Õ 1 andparallel to the surface corrugations, with additional
only negative energy contours are shown. The position of

preferences at Ô 30 ß . In this case the P2 value is still the potential well is indicated by shading.
low, at 0.39. These results are somewhat diŒerent from
those obtained using atomistic substrates [26]. In our
previous work, there was a much stronger preference for both cases, the cores show several preferred orientations

that are not parallel to the polymer chain axis. As wasthe alkyl tails to lie parallel to the molecular corrugations
of the PE surface, in what resembled an epitaxial arrange- the case for 8CB, the asymmetry in the ODFs is ascribed

to the fact that the liquid crystal molecule does notment. The P2 values were correspondingly higher, at
0.49 for the (1 0 0) surface and 0.55 for the (1 1 0) surface. rotate about its long axis for the duration of the 200 ns

simulation. The behaviours of the cores on the two
surfaces appear to be quite similar, with the biggest6.4. MBF on (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) PE surfaces

The ODFs for single MBF molecules on the (1 0 0) diŒerence being that, on the (1 0 0) surface there is a
large peak at Õ 16 ß with a shoulder at Õ 24 ß , while onand (1 1 0) surfaces of PE are shown in � gure 14. In
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1228 D. R. Binger and S. Hanna

Table 4. The peak positions for the core ODFs taken from
simulations of single MBF molecules in contact with various
polyethylene surfaces. The atomistic data were taken from
[27] and mapped onto the range Õ 90 ß to 1 90 ß . The
uncertainties in the pseudopotential peak positions are
Ô 1 ß ; those of the atomistic peak positions are Ô 3 ß except
where stated otherwise.

Surface Representation Peak positions/ ß

(1 0 0) Pseudopotential Õ 42, Õ 24, Õ 16, 1 5, 1 27, 1 43
Atomistic [27] Õ 25, Õ 11, 1 13, 1 42, 1 60 Ô 10

(1 1 0) Pseudopotential Õ 29, Õ 19, 1 5, 1 33
Atomistic [27] Õ 75, Õ 21, 1 6, 1 37

Figure 12. ODFs for the cores and tails of a single molecule
of 8CB on (a) the (1 0 0) and (b) the (1 1 0) surfaces of
crystalline polyethylene. The polyethylene surface is
represented by equation (13).

the (1 1 0) surface there are two equal sized peaks at
Figure 13. Eight con� gurations taken from the single moleculeÕ 19 ß and Õ 29 ß . The diŒerences in angle between the

simulation of 8CB on the (1 0 0) surface of polyethylene,peaks for the two surfaces appear to result from the
illustrating how each of the peaks in the core ODF arises.

small diŒerence in periodicity of the two surfaces. The dark bands in the background represent the low
Table 4 summarizes the MBF core orientations for energy troughs between the polyethylene chains in the

substrate. In each case, the core atoms in lowest energyboth surfaces, and compares them with the results from
positions are indicated by boxes. The approximate anglessimulations using atomistic surfaces that were presented
of the cores in each case are: (a) 1 25 ß ; (b) 1 26 ß ; (c) Õ 2 ß ;in [27]. It can be seen that, while the two methods
(d ) 0 ß ; (e) Õ 16 ß ; ( f ) Õ 13 ß ; (g) Õ 31 ß ; (h) Õ 30 ß .

produce many peaks at approximately the same angles,
there are distinct diŒerences. For example, on the
(1 0 0) surface, the pseudopotentia l simulations produced is that the duration of the atomistic simulations was

only 4 ns compared with 200 ns for the pseudopotentialpeaks at Õ 42 ß and 1 27 ß that were not observed in the
atomistic simulations, while the atomistic simulations simulations, so that the relative heights of the atomistic

ODF peaks are considerably less reliable than those ofdisplayed a broad peak at 1 60 ß that was not seen in
the pseudopotential case. The most obvious discrepancy the pseudopotential peaks. There may also be minor

diŒerences in peak position caused by the pseudo-on the (1 1 0) surface is that the strong peak at Õ 29 ß in
the pseudopotential ODF is missing from the atomistic potential itself, resulting from the fact that it is not a

perfect representation of the atomistic potential. ThisODF. The most likely explanation for these diŒerences
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1229Simulations of L C–surface interactions

Figure 15. Eight con� gurations taken from the simulation
of a single molecule of MBF on the (1 0 0) surface of
polyethylene, illustrating how each of the peaks in the
core ODF arises. The dark bands in the background
represent the low energy troughs between the polyethylene
chains in the substrate. In each case, the core atoms in
lowest energy positions are indicated by boxes. The
approximate angles of the cores in each case are: (a) 1 7 ß ;
(b) Õ 23 ß ; (c) Õ 14 ß ; (d) Õ 15 ß ; (e) Õ 43 ß ; ( f ) Õ 40 ß ; (g) 1 30 ß ;
(h) 1 28 ß .

Figure 14. ODFs for the cores and tails of a single molecule
of MBF on (a) the (1 0 0) and (b) the (1 1 0) surfaces of

However, the assignment of each ODF peak to acrystalline polyethylene. The polyethylene surface is
represented by equation (13). particular con� guration is not as clear cut as was

previously suggested. For example, the peak at Õ 16 ß
contains con� gurations that lie in just one trough,will be discussed further below. Overall, however, the

agreement appears to be acceptable. e.g. � gure 15 (d), and con� gurations which straddle a
corrugation and lie in two troughs, e.g. � gure 15 (c). TheThe origins of the peaks in the core ODFs may

be identi� ed by examining the trajectory of the MBF same is true of the peak at 1 27 ß , see � gures 15 ( g) and
15 (h). In a similar fashion the peak at Õ 42 ß con-molecule. This is illustrated in � gure 15 which shows

eight typical con� gurations of the MBF molecule, chosen tains con� gurations that straddle either one or two
corrugations, with parts of the core lying in either twoto represent the largest peaks in the ODF for the (1 0 0)

surface. The con� gurations were all taken from a 1 ns or three troughs, respectively, see � gures 15 (e) and 15 ( f ).
The conformations of the molecular cores are essentiallyinterval, but are representative of the behaviour of the

molecule throughout the simulation. In each case, the the same in each of the pairs of con� gurations described.
The main diŒerence between the con� gurations in eachcore atoms that coincide with troughs in the surface

corrugations are indicated. The general principle that case is a translation of half a corrugation wavelength to
either side. A similar set of con� gurations is found onappears to operate is that for each con� guration one

side of each benzene ring in the core coincides with a the (1 1 0) surface.
The ODFs for the liquid crystal tails are similar totrough. Since the core contains three benzene rings, this

leads to a large number of possible orientations, many those for the 8CB tails. On the (1 0 0) surface there is
very little orientational preference for either the alkyl orof which straddle one or more substrate corrugations,

as was reported previously [27]. the alkoxy tail. On the (1 1 0) surface there is a clearer
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1230 D. R. Binger and S. Hanna

preference for aligning parallel to the polymer chain The relative shallowness of the eŒective potential in
the s-modulated simulations also helps to explain theaxis, with slight evidence for oŒ-axial orientations at

Ô 30 ß , as was the case for 8CB. In all cases the degree sensitivity of these simulations to the temperature of the
system. For, although a nominal temperature of 300 Kof alignment was considerably less than was observed

in the atomistic simulations. was chosen in each case, the actual temperature could
vary from this by several degrees. One consequence of
this is that the core ODF calculated from the simulation7. Discussion

7.1. Cosine pseudopotentials with l 5 6.0 AÃ and Ds/s0 5 1.0 has a more pronounced
and higher peak than that for Ds/s0 5 1.25, the latterThe results shown above demonstrate the eŒectiveness

of the pseudopotential approach in establishing how being run at a higher temperature. The results from the
E-modulated pseudopotential simulations were foundliquid crystal alignment is sensitive to the period and

depth of molecular scale corrugations. The results also not to be sensitive to temperature in this way.
The factor of [s0 /s(x)]3 was introduced into thecon� rm previous suggestions that the alignment of liquid

crystal molecules may be induced by the presence of a s-modulated functional form to ensure that the mini-
mum potential energy was the same at all points acrosssurface which is corrugated on the scale of a molecular

width. The general � nding, from both the E-modulated the corrugations. If the factor is omitted, the potential
energy is considerably lower at the top of the corrugationand the s-modulated pseudopotential simulations, is

that the degree of orientation increases both as the depth than at the bottom. We have performed simulations
using a s-modulated function similar to equation (9)of the corrugation increases, and as the corrugation

wavelength decreases. but without this correction [43]. The results from these
simulations suggest that a more clearly de� ned orien-The E-modulated pseudopotential is more successful

at inducing alignment than the s-modulated pseudo- tation is achieved as the well depth at the top of the
corrugation increases, which serves to emphasise thatpotential. In fact, because the liquid crystal molecule sits

above the peaks in the s-modulated surface, we may the degree of alignment is determined principally by the
variation in energy, rather than by the topography ofsuggest that variation in topography plays less of a role

in orienting the molecule than variation in potential the corrugations.
energy. However, it can be seen that the latter is much
smaller for the s-modulated potential than for the 7.2. PE pseudopotentials

The results shown in § 6.3 con� rm that the PE pseudo-E-modulated one. This is illustrated as follows. If an
atom traverses the E-modulated potential at a height of potential is capable of reproducing the behaviour of

liquid crystalline cores on atomistic substrates extremelys0 /5
1/6 above the origin, i.e. at the height of the potential

wells, the diŒerence in energy between the peaks reliably, but with a fraction of the computational cost.
Where discrepancies are found, the deviations appear toand troughs varies from 3.8 kJ mol Õ 1 for DE/E0 5 1 to

11.4 kJ mol Õ 1 for DE/E0 5 3. A similar traversal above be due to insu� cient sampling in the atomistic cases,
which leads to variations in the ODF peak heights; inthe corrugations of the s-modulated potential, at a

height of [s0 1 Ds]/51/6, gives a variation in energy extreme cases, peaks may be completely missed. Minor
deviations in peak position may result from small diŒer-between 2.2kJ mol Õ 1 for Ds/s0 5 0.5 and 3.3 kJ molÕ 1 for

Ds/s0 5 1.25. It appears, therefore, that the s-modulated ences in the shapes of the PE pseudopotentials , which
in turn result from the various averaging processes thatpotentials used in this study are eŒectively shallower

than the E-modulated ones, and that this explains why were applied in their derivations.
Another possible reason for the lack of agreement isthe orientation is poorer in the s-modulated simulations.

In fact, in the cases considered there appears to be a that we are not comparing exactly the same surfaces
in the pseudopotential and atomistic simulations. Themonotonic relationship between the eŒective potential

energy variation, as given above, and the degree of atomistic simulations employed a single layer of polymer
molecules to represent the surface with the non-bondedorientation indicated by the peak widths in � gures 6

and 10. It is also clear that there is an entropic advantage interactions truncated at 8.5 AÃ . This model was used for
computational e� ciency. On the other hand, the pseudo-associated with the liquid crystal molecule residing at

the top of the corrugation rather than lying in a groove, potential derivation employed a thick crystal slab with
a cut-oŒradius of 100 AÃ . This results in an approximatelysince the latter would inhibit both molecular rotation

and conformational changes. In the E-modulated simu- uniform energy diŒerence of ~1 kJ mol Õ 1 between the
energies calculated from the two models. However, thelations, the diŒerence in potential energy between the

top and bottom of the corrugations is su� cient to oŒset eŒect of the choice of model on the computed forces is
small, and unlikely to have a major eŒect on the resultsthis entropic advantage ; in the s-modulated cases, it

is not. of the simulations.
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1231Simulations of L C–surface interactions

The PE pseudopotentials successfully reproduced the A further reason for the tail atoms to be more mobile
than expected is that a single energy function was usedoŒ-axial alignment previously found in atomistic simu-

lations of both 8CB and MBF cores. However, there for all atom types. This simpli� cation reduced the eŒort
required both to derive the parameters for equation (13)was a distinct diŒerence in behaviour between the � exible

tails in the pseudopotential and atomistic cases. In (tables 1 and 2), and to implement the potential within
DL_POLY. The net eŒect is that the CH2 united atomsthe atomistic simulations, the � exible tails showed a

pronounced preference to lie parallel to the substrate in the alkyl tails experience a slightly weaker interaction
with the pseudopotential than with an atomistic sub-polymer chain axis. However, in the pseudopotential

simulations this was not the case, with the tendency to strate, whereas the atoms in the liquid crystalline core
experience a slightly stronger interaction. There mightlie parallel to the corrugations being very slight. In

addition, on the (1 1 0) surfaces there was an indication be concern that the mobility of the alkyl tails could
aŒect the core orientations observed. However, thisof a preference for the tails to lie at Ô 30 ß to the

corrugation direction. possibility was investigated in our previous publications
[26, 27] and it was found that the presence or otherwiseExamination of the molecular trajectory suggests

that, despite the poor orientation seen in the ODFs, of the tails has only a minor eŒect on the orientational
preferences of the liquid crystal core.some parts of the � exible tails do nevertheless lie in the

corrugations. In fact, the Ô 30 ß orientations appear to
correspond to con� gurations in which diŒerent parts of 7.3. General comments

The pseudopotential approach has proved to be athe tail lie in adjacent corrugations. In these cases use
of the moment of inertia tensor to de� ne the orientation very useful method for gaining insights into the orienting

behaviour of liquid crystal molecules on crystallineof the whole tail may be misleading, and it might be
more informative to examine the orientations of each polymer surfaces. The generic surfaces, represented by the

cosine pseudopotential , have demonstrated the depend-segment of the alkyl tail in turn. This shortcoming is
not, however, an explanation for the lack of agreement ence of the degree of orientation on corrugation wave-

length and depth. They have also highlighted the factwith the atomistic simulations, since the same technique
was applied in both cases. that it is the variations in potential well depth, rather

than topography per se, which lead to the orientingIt appears that the reason for the poor agreement
between pseudopotential and atomistic simulations in eŒect, at least for corrugations with a wavelength of

around a molecular width. It is interesting to contrastthe case of the liquid crystal tails is actually because the
potential energy was averaged along the chain axis our � ndings with those of Berreman [44] who showed

that geometric factors alone were su� cient to induce( y-axis) in the derivation of the pseudopotential , and
because this limits the possibilities for epitaxial align- alignment of liquid crystals when the grooves had

dimensions much greater than the width of a molecule.ment of the alkyl tails with the PE crystal surface.
Despite the fact that the variation in potential well depth However, Berreman also noted that molecular scale

interactions, such as are represented in our simulations,and position along the PE chain axis is slight, it would
appear to be su� cient to in� uence the behaviour of the were su� cient to override the geometric eŒects.

There were obvious diŒerences between the orientingalkyl tails. It appears that the alkyl tails are unable to
achieve as low an energy in contact with the smoothed eŒects of the generic surfaces and the PE pseudopotential

surfaces. For the most part, the cosine pseudopotentialpseudopotential surface as on the atomistic surface, with
the result that they become more mobile and less well surfaces resulted in an axial alignment of both the rigid

liquid crystalline cores and the � exible tails. On the otherordered. By the same token, one might expect a model
that contained explicit hydrogen atoms would lead to hand, the PE pseudopotential simulations generated

oŒ-axial alignments of the liquid crystal cores, andan enhanced epitaxial arrangement. While it is con-
ceivable that this problem could be overcome by very poor axial alignment of the � exible tails. This is

an intriguing result, because it means that the cosinereplacing the one-dimensional � t to w(x), f(x) and g(x)
with a two-dimensional � t, including variations along pseudopotential with l 5 5 AÃ and the PE pseudo-

potential with l 5 4.93 AÃ produced very diŒerent results.the y-axis, this would add to the computational demands
of the pseudopotential method, and careful consideration This shows that the wavelength of the corrugation is

not su� cient on its own to predict the behaviour of awould be needed to determine whether the approach has
any advantages over the direct evaluation of atomistic particular liquid crystal. It is clear that the orienting

behaviour results from a subtle interaction between thepair-potentials . There may, indeed, be a case for a hybrid
approach, in which the potential energy function is geometry of the liquid crystal molecule and the shapes

of the surface corrugations, and in addition that thesupplemented by an arti� cial modulation parallel to the
y-axis. E-modulated and the s-modulated pseudopotentials
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1232 D. R. Binger and S. Hanna

Figure 16. Graphs showing the potential energy of an 8CB molecule on polyethylene crystal surfaces, as a function of the angle
of the molecular rigid core. (a) The total potential energy of the 8CB molecule on the (1 0 0) surface; (b) the corresponding
internal energy of the molecule and (c) the surface energy term. (d) The total potential energy for the (1 1 0) surface; (e) the
corresponding internal energy and ( f ) the surface energy.
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1233Simulations of L C–surface interactions

are rather poor approximations to the shape of a real use of generic cosine potential energy functions, we
have observed that the degree of orientation achievablepolymer surface.

Further insight into the aligning process may be increases as the corrugation wavelength decreases and
as its amplitude increases. By using diŒerent variants ofobtained by examining the average energy of the liquid

crystal molecule as a function of the orientation of the the potential energy function, we have also been able
to show that the most important aligning eŒect is thecore. This is shown in � gure 16 for 8CB on the (1 0 0)

and (1 1 0) surfaces of PE. By comparing with � gure 12, variation in potential well depth between the peaks and
troughs of the corrugations, rather than the topographyit can be seen that the energy is indeed lowest when

the molecule assumes the preferred orientations already of the corrugations themselves. Comparisons between
the cosine pseudopotentials and the PE pseudopotentialsidenti� ed. However, the internal energy, taken as the sum

of the short range non-bonded, bond-stretch, bond-angle demonstrate that the shape of the corrugation pro� le is
also very important in selecting orientational preferences.and dihedral energy terms is, on average, maximized for

these con� gurations. Thus, the surface interaction energy The PE pseudopotentia l performed well in comparison
with previous all-atom simulations. A good agreementis dominating the behaviour of the system, and causing

the liquid crystal molecule to deform in order to achieve was obtained between the preferred orientations of the
mesogenic cores of both 8CB and MBF and those founda low overall energy and a close contact with the surface.

The diŒerence in energy between the most pre- previously. However, the time saving that resulted from
using the pseudopotential meant that signi� cantly longerferred orientation and orientations perpendicular to the

corrugations ranges between 4 and 6 kJ mol Õ 1 for the timescales could be explored, with a consequent improve-
ment in the quality of the statistics produced. A studytwo surfaces. Since these � gures are substantially larger

than kT , it is not surprising that orientation of a single of the separate contributions to the potential energy of
the 8CB molecule showed that the molecule deforms inmolecule is possible, and that the in� uence of neigh-

bouring molecules, for example via a ‘nematic � eld’ is order to achieve a good contact with the pseudopotential
surface. The pseudopotential failed to reproduce thenot required to overcome thermal � uctuations. On the

other hand, the diŒerence in energy between orientations alignment behaviour of the � exible tails of the liquid
crystal molecules, because the averaging of the surfaceat around 30 ß to the corrugation axis and orientations

approximately parallel to the corrugations is much potential along the substrate chain axis eliminated the
possibility of epitaxial alignment. However, the greaterless, ranging between 0 and 1.5 kJ mol Õ 1. This helps

to explain the observation, from previous simulations, mobility of the tails does not appear to in� uence the
aligning behaviour of the rigid cores, and would notthat when neighbouring molecules are introduced the

preferred orientation switches to being parallel to the appear to be a great disadvantage in the use of the
pseudopotenti al, especially when weighed against the signi-substrate chain axis. The energetic requirements of close

packing are su� cient to bias the system towards a less � cant reduction in computer time achieved. The pseudo-
potential will be of bene� t in future simulations of thefavourable surface interaction.

The same eŒect has been found when using the PE interfacial region between bulk liquid crystal phases and
polymer alignment layers.pseudopotential as the basis for simulations of the

interfacial region between the alignment surface and the
bulk liquid crystal phase [30]. Since it is well known The authors are grateful to CRL, MSI and the EPSRC
that liquid crystallinity is a co-operative eŒect, it is clear for � nancial support of this project through the provision
that simulations containing large numbers of liquid of a CASE studentship, a computer workstation and
crystal molecules are required in order to study inter- access to the Cerius2 simulation package. They also
facial eŒects in detail. The pseudopotential approach wish to thank Dr Paul Surguy for useful discussions.
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